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PRE-PRIMARY BLOCK 

CELEBRATIONS  &  ACTIVITIES  GALORE 

We are pleased to inform you that Aaditya participated in  Hindi competition  (on World Hindi Day) held at our 

office.  (theme: Space & Technology). He demonstrated and presented Rocket Launching using Scratch Coding 

(programming) in Live/Online. He scored highest among all categories up to Class10 and  

secured 1st Position.  

 

Regards, 

Parents: 

Kalpana Sharma  

Hari Om Prakash 



Poetry is the core of literature. To spread  the fragrance of poetry amongst the students, an inter house Second  

Language Recitation Competition was organized for students of grade 1 on 5th January 2021.The young poets 

enthralled the audience with their articulation and memory skills while reciting poems. It was a splendid oppor-

tunity for them to gain confidence through stage exposure. Everyone was delighted after seeing their pleasing 

performances. 

Winners for Hindi Recitation – 

First  prize:          Dhriti Dugar - Ganga House 

Second prize:   Tanushri Mahamune  - Ganga House 

Second prize: Purabjeet Singh- Krishna House  

Second prize:  Alysa Jasmine - Godavari House 

Third prize:     Vanshika Saraf - Krishna House 

PRIMARY BLOCK 

CELEBRATIONS  &  ACTIVITIES  GALORE 

A virtual market for the topic Money  for the 

students of grade 1. Students got products 

with price tag written on them. Students had 

great fun selling and buying products. 

A VIRTUAL MARKET  



Celebrating festivals in schools brings an awareness of 

our traditions and builds the cultural belief in children. 

Be it online or offline PMS is known for its celebrations 

which will expose the children to diverse cultures.  

Bhaskarasya Yatho Thejo Makarasyasya Vardhathe 

Tathayva Bhavatham Thejo Vardhathamithi Kaamaye  

Sankranthi festival is marked by pomp and gaiety full of 

gratitude and humility.  

 Thanksgiving to the bountiful deity .  

 

 

The primary wing of Pallavi Model School Bowenpally's 

virtual Sankranthi fest is a harmonious  mix of old tradi-

tions with  modern ones . 

Today, on January 12th unlike the other celebrations, 

grandparents not only witnessed the virtual celebrations 

but also showcased their talents in rangoli making and 

preparation of sweets and savouries. 

The eager, energetic and enterprising grandparents took 

part in the quiz, where they  had to identity film songs  

movies etc. 

Rangoli competition was organized for the mother's of the  students of grade 1 who actively participated in the same  

Winners of this Competition are  

First prize: Mother of Balaniketan 

Second prize: Mother of Tanushri Mahamune  

Second prize: Mother of Akshath 

Third prize: Mother of Sreyans  

Third prize: Mother of Mouthika 

Consolation: Mother of Aarav 

RANGOLI COMPETITION  

SANKRANTHI 



Every beginning has an end and every end has a new  

beginning 

The  final virtual field trip was organised on the 25th 

January 2021 for the students of grades 3 and 4  

 Students visited the southern states of India- Kerala,  

Karnataka, Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.  

Virtual Field Trips are a  digital exploration of our world 

using a collection of technological resources such as 

 images, audio-video, animation and sounds by enriching 

student's learning in connecting and comparing  

theoretical knowledge with the world. It helps them with 

endless discoveries. Virtual Field Trips allow learners to 

engage and  explore places and enhance their interactive 

experiences. The show covered minute details of each 

and every state which kept the students engrossed 

 INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION “ EXUBERANZA” ORGANIZED BY DPS, NADERGUL 

Vanshika Saraf of Grade 1 won the 1st position 
in category Twist in the Tale (English 

Dhriti Dugar of Grade 1 won the 1st posi-
tion in category Ad Mad (EVS),  

Dhairya Mishra of Grade 1 won 
the 1st position in category Geni-

Laxmi Akanksha of grade 4 won the 

1st position in the Spandan Interschool 

competition held by Pallavi Aware In-

ternational School where she per-

formed a classical dance for   

Rangamanch category 

Pallavi Aware International School 

Sunandan of grade 3 won 1st position in the 

Spandan Interschool competition held by Pallavi 

Aware International School where he sang a  

patriotic song based on  Raaga Manjari 

Naksh Jigar Shah of  grade 1 of 

Pallavi Model School Bow-

enpally won the  1st position in 

Rangmanch Folk dance compe-

tition in the Spandan Event or-

ganised by Pallavi Aware Inter-

VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP  



The Road Safety Week' is a national event that is cele-

brated from 11 January to 17 January, which is aimed at 

raising public awareness about traffic rules and ultimate-

ly, to reduce casualities due to road accidents. 

To enlighten students on road safety, driving rules and 

cautions-a virtual special assembly was conducted by the 

students of Grade 7. 

The presentations showcased the importance of safety 

while driving. Presentations highlighting the students to 

wear helmets, carry proper documents, wear seat belts 

and refrain from using mobile phones while driving were 

also emphasized. They also highlighted rash driving, the 

importance of obeying rules while travelling on the roads 

and the rules for the pedestrians. 

Students were sensitized to the issue of road safety and to 

spread awareness to ensure that India's roads can edge 

closer to becoming a completely accident free zone. 

Reiterating the importance of following road safety rules, 

the teachers made the students aware and requested them 

to be careful while walking on the roads as accidents not 

only bring pain to the injured but also to the loved ones. 

MIDDLE  BLOCK 



MAKAR SANKRANTI  

  

'A new start is one of the eternal mysteries of life.'  

A festival is best experienced at the heart of action.  

Makar Sankranti is celebrated across the country in dif-

ferent ways and the cultural significance of the festival 

varies geographically as we move from one state to an-

other, with every state celebrating and welcoming the 

new season of harvest in their own indigenous manner.  

It is one of the major harvest festival celebrated  on 14th 

January every year. It is an important festival of the Hin-

dus and  is celebrated almost everywhere in the country 

in myriad cultural forms and different names. Every re-

gion  celebrates it in innumerable ways according to the 

localization, culture and traditions.  

A special assembly was conducted virtually by the stu-

dents of GRADE 5, 6and 7 where they spoke about the 

significance of the festival and the way it is celebrated in 

the states of Punjab, Rajasthan, Assam, Orissa, Uttar 

Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu ,Andhra 

Pradesh, Maharashtra,       

Gujarat, Kerala                , 

and West Bengal. Students also spoke about the attire, 

dances and songs that are sung during this festival. 



Pallavi Model School Bowenpally 

DESIGN-O-MATIC 

Inter School Computer Competition 

2020-2021 

'ON LINE EDUCATION IS LIKE A RISING-TIDE, 

IT'S GOING TO LIFT ALL THE BOATS'  

To initiate an Inter School Computer Competition keep-

ing pace is with fast- moving trends in the world of In-

formation Technology, Pallavi Model School  

Bowenpally organized Design-O- Matic on the virtual 

platform on 9January 2021 and concluded on 12 Janu-

ary 2021.The event provided children of eminent 

schools of twin cities to exhibit their talent and skills 

with great enthusiasm and passion even in this phase of 

pandemic. The participants prepared zealously to excel 

in the respective categories. The techsavy students of 

the host school participated in all the categories. 

Our Chairman Sri M Komaraiah appreciated the young 

participants for their outstanding exposition of talent 

and creativity as young aspiring IT professionals dis-

played their 'Tech-Knowledge' in the various categories. 

The Chief Guest of the event Mr. Bhanu Kiran ( Times 

Group, Regional Business Head for Andhra Pradesh 

and Telangana) encouraged the students to take part in 

such competitions as they provide a myriad of opportu-

nities and a platform for them to demonstrate their tal-

ent. The Host School had invited eminent, experienced 

and erudite judges from the field of IT to be a part of 

the panel of jury. The Judges Mr. Henry Jacob Rosario 

and Mr. Rishab conveyed their gratification and ad-

dressed the participants about the implications by which 

they can improve their creativity skills using the tech-

nology. The event concluded with an online prize distri-

bution ceremony. The event was successful under the 

able guidance of Principal Mrs. Shailaja Reddy. 

Congratulations to all participants. She expressed her 

happiness by congratulating all the participants for their 

efforts and enthusiasm. The winners for Digital Short 

Story Writing are First position-K Shreshta -Pallavi 

Model School Bowenpally 

Second position- Shriya-Delhi Public School-Nacharam 

Third position- Vidhi Dasani-Niraj International School 

Consolation- Syed Khadija Nuzhat- Pallavi Model 

School-Bowenpally. 



World Tourism Day 

 

'Travelling is all about exploring, learning and embracing  that adds more meaning to life. It is all about becoming a 

better person!'  

  

 On this significant thought an assembly on World Tourism Day was conducted by the students of Grade 5.  

The aim of observing this day is to highlight the global significance of tourism  as a tool for global development and 

cultural  enlightment.  It is a unique opportunity to raise awareness  on  tourism  and potential  contribution to sus-

tainable development. Tourism boosts the revenue of the economy, creates thousands of jobs, develops the infra-

structure of a country and plants a sense of cultural exchange between foreigners and natives. 

PowerPoint  Presentations by the students on World Tourism Day enabled students to comprehend  the relevance of 

visiting different places in India and abroad  stimulating tourism to regulate imagination with reality. 

The teachers addressed the students on how tourism can help build tolerance and understanding worldwide by serv-

ing as a catalyst for communication and exchange between the different cultures of the world. 



Technology is making its way into the classroom at a 

faster and faster rate. 

Today's students are 21st century learners. This means 

we need to make technology part of their education. It 

also means they need to learn about the world around 

them.  

During a classroom virtual field trip, students can ex-

plore places across the high seas, states across our 

country, and many nearby or far away people, places 

and things. This is an opportunity to see and experience 

the world without ever leaving the classroom.  

To reiterate this teachers of grade 5 provided the stu-

dents the experience of travelling to 'Disney World 'on 

3 February 2021.  

Students virtually transported themselves to their fa-

vourite rides. 

They enjoyed the dangerous Big thunder Mountain Rail 

Road ride up from the railway.  

The Roaller Coaster ride was absolutely terrifying.They 

also took the thrilling ride to Mickey and Minnie's Run-

away Railway.  

The virtual quick rides were a good way to round out 

the day. 

Virtual Field Trip to Disney World led to the spark to 

create a day's experience for these students. 

They experienced all the learning that can happen at the 

'Most Magical P lace on Earth!' 

The trip to Disney World was just a fun way to explore 

the parks when you can't be there. 

It was designed to be a fun and educational activity in 

an academically lighter week. 

Virtual Picnic 

'A mind that is stretched by a new experience can never 

go back to its old dimensions'  

Virtual field trip to Space Station 

Virtual Field Trips provide an additional path to learning 

and are one of the most effective means of creating 

knowledge for students. These trips are an important way 

to learn about new concepts outside of the classroom. 

Going on a virtual field trip is about more than a fun day 

out. It allows children to discover new topics and  

examine different points of view. 

A 21st century learning tool for 21st century students. 

In an effort to inspire the next generation of explorers, 

the teachers of grade-7 provided the students the  

experience of travelling to the Space Station. 

The videos were incredibly engaging and  informative. 

The students were mesmerized from the moment they 

began watching. 

It was super exciting for the students to tour around the 

world with just a click.  

The goal was to use technology  to take students and   

educators to places they probably will never get to see 

first- hand. The students were excited and inspired with 

something experimental. Students got a behind  the-

scenes look at NASA without leaving the classrooms. 



The human spirit is one of ability, perseverance and 

courage that no disability can steal away. ...”This quote 

was aptly re-quoted by one of the students of class eight, 

observed the  International Day of the Blind which falls 

on the fourth of January each year. 

The date marks the birth anniversary of Louis Braille, 

who at the age of 15, invented the tactile system for  

reading and writing, for use by people who are blind or 

visually impaired. 

The son of a harness maker, Louis Braille lost his  

eyesight in a freak accident at the age of three. But this 

did not stop him from his education. Academically 

bright, Braille excelled in studies and procured a scholar-

ship for higher education at the Royal Institute for Blind 

Youth at France. Braille's ear for music enabled him to 

become an accomplished cellist and he played the organ 

with ease and brilliance. Braille often quoted, “We must 

be treated as equals – and communication is the way this 

can be brought about." These were highlighted by the 

students through a power point presentation.  

The students also pointed out that Braille, a tactile  

representation of alphabetic and numerical symbols using 

six raised dots to represent each letter, number, musical, 

mathematical and scientific symbols, is used by the  

visually impaired to read books, journals and any text 

formats that provide information. For the visually  

impaired, life has posed several issues in terms of  

independence and isolation. This is true, especially for 

people who rely on the use of touch to communicate their 

needs and access information. The pandemic too, has re-

vealed how critically important it is to produce essential 

information in accessible formats.  

As new variations are added to the existing format, as 

technology is annexed to the original Braille Code ,to 

keep up pace with the times , let us pause for a mo-

ment ,and bring about the attitude of gratitude and cher-

ish  all that we truly possess , however insignificant. 

CELEBRATIONS  &  ACTIVITIES  GALORE 

SENIOR  BLOCK 

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF THE BLIND  



National Youth Day is celebrated on 12th January 

every year on the occasion of the birthday of Swami 

Vivekananda. The philosophy of Swamiji and the 

ideals for which he lived and worked is a great 

source of inspiration for the Indian Youth today. 

The students of Grade IX, Pallavi Model School, 

Bowenpally, celebrated this day by conducting a 

special assembly. 

 

Speaking in the assembly, the students pointed out 

that the youth should contribute positively towards 

the growth of the Nation. The youth of today is the 

strength of their motherland. Swami Vivekananda 

firmly believed that the future of the nation depends 

on the education level of the youth in the nation. 

The idea of celebrating National Youth Day is to 

bring people closer to each other. If we, the citizens  

of a country start fighting amongst ourselves, then 

our strengths are weakened and we could be  

exploited by external forces for their selfish gains. 

Instead, if we come together as a nation and inspire 

the youth of our country to think better and perform 

better and reach success, then our country would 

lead the paths of change and see a big  

transformation in the global space. The assembly 

truly inspired and motivated the students to be unit-

ed always and work as a team to achieve success. 

Rohit Reddy 

Grade IXE 

NATIONAL 

YOUTH DAY  



This week’s edition focusses on the most famous land-

mark of Paris….. The “Eiffel Tower”----- 

one of the most recognizable structures in the world. 

The monument is known for  its style and a unique way 

of construction. The shape and size of this monument is 

the primary reason of its glory and attraction around the 

world.  

At the time of the construction of the  Eiffel Tower, the 

architecture became industrial. The industry and the 

creativity were combined for the construction of the 

monument.  

The iron structure marked the beginning of a new form 

of architecture.  

Now it is considered to be a striking piece of structural 

art! 

THE HISTORY OF EIFFEL TOWER STEMS FROM 

FRANCE’S DESIRE TO SHOWCASE ITS INDUS-

TRIAL PROWESS. 

Let’s discover the evolution and history of Paris Eiffel 

Tower…… 

 

 

In this series our focus is on the state of Haryana which is 

the paired state of Telangana.  

 

Keeping in view the CBSE EXPRESSION SERIES ON 

ART AND CULTURE - ‘To celebrate the unity in diver-

sity of our nation,  promote national integration, show-

case the rich art and culture of the paired state and  to fa-

miliarize with the diverse culture of another state and re-

alize a deep cultural connect, we have come up with a 

series about Haryana.  

This vibrant state has a bountiful culture, heritage, festi-

vals, folklores and a vibrant landscape. 

Let’s see some indispensable components of Haryana art 

and  culture in this edition…….  

C. Nagalaxmi-  

H.O.D. 

Art Department  

 

WELCOME TO THE FOURTEENTH  EDITION OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE SERIES......... 

WELCOME TO THE THIRTEENTH  EDITION OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE 
 SERIES......... 



WELCOME TO THE FIFTEENTH  EDITION OF ART 

AND ARCHITECTURE SERIES......... 

Folk art in India  has a great potential in the international 

market because of its traditional aesthetic sensibility and au-

thenticity.  

India is a land of stunning folk art forms, among which folk 

painting occupies an important place. 

The rural folk paintings of India bear distinctive colorful de-

signs, which are treated with religious and mystical motifs. 

One such folk art form is the Mithila painting from Bihar.  

Let’s know the uniqueness of this art….. 

C. Nagalaxmi-  

H.O.D. 

Art Department  

 

National Tourism day is celebrated in India on 25th Janu-

ary. Speaking on the occasion the students stressed on the 

fact that the main idea of this day is to create awareness 

among the people the significance of tourism, and it's  

social, political, financial and also cultural worth and  

value. They also said that India being a diverse nation  

offers several forms of tourism including cultural, nature, 

heritage, educational, sports, rural, eco-tourism, etc. This 

diversity of India makes it a prime attraction for tourists. 

Tourism in India has the potential to promote faster,  

sustainable and more inclusive growth. It could be used 

as a powerful antidote to tackle poverty.  

Using power point presentations the students highlighted 

the role of the Ministry of Tourism which is the nodal 

agency for the formulation of national policies and  

programs and for the co-ordination of activities of various 

Central Government Agencies, State Governments/UTs 

and the Private Sector for the development and promotion 

of tourism in the country. This Ministry is headed by the 

Union Minister of State for Tourism. 

The students concluded by laying emphasis on the im-

portance of maintaining and preserving our rich cultural 

heritage, the pride of our nation.  

NATIONAL TOURISM DAY  



ARMY DAY CELEBRATIONS 

Indian soldiers are a role model for the people of our 

country. To salute the Indian Army, grade XI students 

of Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally organized a spe-

cial assembly to pay tribute to the indomitable guardi-

ans of our frontiers on ‘Army Day’. It was celebrated 

with fervour and pride through the virtual platform.  

Speaking in the assembly the students pointed out that 

Army Day is celebrated on 15 January every year in 

India, in recognition of Field Marshal Kodandera M. 

Cariappa's (then a Lieutenant General) taking over as 

the first Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army from 

General Sir Francis Butcher, the last British Command-

er-in-Chief of India, on 15 January 1949. This day is 

celebrated in the form of parades and other military 

shows in the national capital of New Delhi as well as in 

all headquarters. ‘Army Day’ marks a day to salute the 

valiant soldiers who sacrificed their lives to protect the 

country and its citizens. The brave soldiers of the Indi-

an Army are always ready to fight against all odds at 

borders as well as against natural disasters. They coura-

geously face all the challenges and difficulties that 

come their way to save the nation and its people. The 

students concluded their assembly with the quote ‘OUR 

FLAG DOES NOT FLY BECAUSE THE WIND 

MOVES IT, IT FLIES WITH THE LAST BREATH 

OF EACH SOLDIER WHO DIED PROTECTING IT’. 

Akshita- XI-B 

GURU GOVIND SINGH JAYANTHI 

 

'FRUITFUL IS THE ENTIRE LIFE OF THOSE, WHO 

FEEL HUNGER FOR THE NAME OF THE LORD IN 

THEIR MINDS'. 

 

Guru Govind Singh Jayanthi is a Sikh festival that com-

memorates the birthday of Guru Gobind Singh ji, the 

tenth Guru of the Sikhs. He is considered as the eternal 

Guru because of his huge contributions towards Sikhism. 

He had established a book 'Guru Granth Sahib' which is 

followed by Sikhs even today.  

Reciting of Guru Grant Sahib is of the most significant 

rituals which is performed on the day of this spiritual fes-

tival. The gurudwaras organize special processions and 

prayers on this day. A special assembly was conducted 

virtually by the students of Grade 6, where they ex-

plained about the significance of this festival. It was real-

ly a wonderful and appreciable effort made by the stu-

dents. People pray for the prosperity of their families and 

dear ones on this holy day 



NETAJI SUBHASH CHANDRA BOSE  

The birth anniversary of Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 

with a virtual assembly. 

Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, born on January 

23rd ,1897 in Cuttack, Orissa was an Indian Revolution-

ary and a prominent freedom fighter. Speaking on the 

occasion the students mentioned that Netaji was of the 

belief that mere discussions did not pave the way for any 

positive results. Action was the only way for results. His 

famous saying,” Give me blood and I will give you free-

dom,” is a testimonial to his thought process. He also 

penned the book ‘The Indian Struggle’ which inspires 

people even today. It is rumored that on August 1945, 

Bose, reportedly died in a Japanese hospital in Taiwan as 

a result of burn injuries from a plane crash. 

The students were inspired with the life and work of the 

young and charismatic freedom fighter and also pledged 

to never take the freedom so difficultly obtained for 

granted and strive to remain united always.  

National Voters’ Day has been celebrated on January 25 

every year since 2011, all across the country to mark 

the foundation day of Election Commission of India, 

i.e. 25th January 1950. The main purpose of the  

national voters’ day celebration is to encourage,  

facilitate and maximize enrolment, especially for the 

new voters. Dedicated to the voters of the country, the 

day is utilized to spread awareness among voters and 

for promoting informed participation in the electoral 

process. To iterate these facts students of grade IX of 

Pallavi Model School Bowenpally conducted a special 

assembly.  

The students explained how even during these times the 

election commission would be organising a special  

program on its founder’s day which would be graced by 

Honourable President Shri Ram Nath Kovind himself 

virtually. The theme for this year's National Voters' Day 

is "Making our voters empowered, vigilant, safe and 

informed." This year ECI would have a bigger chal-

lenge ahead of them as due to Covid 19, people would 

be reluctant to come out and vote. Moreover, organizing 

elections in the biggest democracy of the world while 

keeping all health regulations in mind as first priority 

would definitely be a daunting task for the Election 

commission of India.  

The students concluded that they as the future youth 

need to be informed about the right to vote and be an 

integral part of the nation building process. They need 

to take an active part of the electoral process in the fu-

ture and exercise their basic right and work towards 

building a better India.  

NATIONAL VOTERS’ DAY  



Aiming to honor the valuable role that Lala Lajpat Rai 

played in the Indian freedom struggle, PALLAVI MOD-

EL SCHOOL, BOWENPALLY conducted a special as-

sembly on 28th of January on his birth anniversary.  

The assembly commenced with the Morning Prayer fol-

lowed by the thought for the day and the News Headlines. 

The students of class 8 presented this as a tribute to the 

freedom fighters and apprised the audience about the life, 

works and teachings of this great leader. Children spoke 

famous slogans of the leader with full energy and expres-

sion.  

Lala Lajpat Rai was born on January 28, 1865 in Punjab. 

On his 156th birth anniversary the students acquainted 

their friends with this great Indian freedom fighter who 

played a pivotal role in the Indian Independence move-

ment. He was instrumental in establishing Punjab Nation-

al Bank, the first indigenous bank in India. He was one of 

the Lal Bal Pal triumvirate. He had opposed the Simon 

commission and was subjected to brutal cane charge and 

attained martyrdom on Nov 17th 1928.  

 A video was shared with the students which was very 

informative and emotionally charged. It was a great  

opportunity for the children to learn about the freedom 

fighters and their spirit to free the country from British 

rule. 

BIRTH ANNIVERSARY LALA LAJPAT RAI  

The students of grade XI of Pallavi Model School, Bow-

enpally conducted a special assembly on the not so com-

monly celebrated day “National Puzzle Day” 

The students connected life with a puzzle with the 

thought of the day “Be patient just like a puzzle it takes 

time for all the pieces of your life to come together”.  

Speaking in the online platform the students explained 

that National puzzle day is Celebrated every year on Jan-

uary 29, to honour puzzles of all types- jigsaws, riddles, 

science, math, mechanical, and word puzzles, and of 

course, real life puzzles and their role in exercising our 

brains. 

Crosswords, word search, and anagrams put a person's 

vocabulary and skills to test. Games like Sudoku and Ru-

bik's Cube, on the other hand, test the player's logical 

thinking and mathematical skills. Jigsaws develop pa-

tience and visual skills.  

In addition to being entertaining and fun, puzzles have 

distinct health and social benefits, especially in early 

childhood. It is also known to improve memory skills, 

cognitive function and problem solving skills. Students 

shared a few quick puzzles which were highly entertain-

ing and stimulating to the audience. 

The session concluded with yet another life lesson -- 

“Life is like a puzzle…. Just like you never give up on 

puzzle, never give up on life.” 

“National Puzzle Day” 



“Martyrs don’t die, they continue to live in our hearts as 

an inspiration!”  

Students of grade 9 of Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally 

demonstrated their respect and reverence to the martyrs 

of our country through a special assembly conducted on 

29th January on the occasion of 'Martyrs’ Day' also 

known as  'Shaheed Divas'. 

During the assembly the students pointed out that 30 Jan-

uary is the date observed for the same on the national 

level and the date was chosen as it marks the assassina-

tion of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi in 1948. On Mar-

tyr's Day the president, the vice president, the prime min-

ister, the defence minister, and the three Service Chiefs 

gather at the Samadhi at Raj Ghat memorial and lay 

wreaths decorated with multi-colour flowers. The armed 

forces personnel blow bugles sounding the Last Post. The 

inter-services contingent reverse arms as a mark of re-

spect.  

The students showcased presentations and videos to hon-

our the sacrifices made by Mahatma Gandhi and count-

less other brave Indians. A two-minute silence in 

memory of Indian martyrs was observed, during the as-

sembly. The students joined in as the song ‘Vaishnav Jan 

To ‘– a much loved song of Gandhiji was played to pay 

homage to the martyrs’. 

“A big salute to all martyrs on this 'Martyrs’ Day'. We 

promise we'll never forget all that you have done for the 

nation.” - These were the thoughts that resonated in the 

minds of the students.  

Harika Mehrota-9A  

“Martyr’s  Day” 

Leprosy is an infectious disease of 

the skin and nerves which, if not di-

agnosed and treated quickly, can 

result in debilitating disabilities. The 

effects of leprosy are exacerbated by 

the negative stigma surrounding the 

disease. In countries like India and 

Bangladesh, people are subjected to 

discrimination and social exclusion 

simply because they are, or have 

previously been, affected by leprosy. 

To bring awareness of this disease 

and attitude of the society towards 

the infected, the students of grade 

IX conducted a special assembly on 

29th January 2021 through the  

virtual platform. 

Speaking on this occasion the 

 students explained that World  

Leprosy Day is observed interna-

tionally every year on the last  

Sunday of January to increase the 

public awareness of Leprosy or 

Hansen’s Disease. This date was 

chosen by French humanitarian  

Raoul  

Follereau as a tribute to Mahatma 

Gandhi who highlighted the plight 

and had compassion for people  

afflicted with leprosy.  

This year, we unite around one goal, 

which is to beat Leprosy. Leprosy is 

curable, we all need to join in the 

fight to end stigma and advocate for 

the mental wellbeing of persons who 

have experienced leprosy.  

World Leprosy  Eradication Day  



After a long 190 year period of struggle, India finally 

broke through the harsh British regime and became an 

independent and democratic country, the efficiency of 

which can be seen even today. This can be attributed to 

our well-structured Constitution, the largest constitution 

in the world, which took almost three years for its  

formation. Republic Day is thus celebrated every year 

on 26 January to mark the formation of the Indian  

Constitution. 

On this ceremonial day, the students of Pallavi Model 

School Bowenpally had put up wonderful performances 

on the digital platform showcasing their patriotic and 

cultural talent. The program started with the welcome 

song followed by colourful dances and songs by the tiny 

tots of Pre Primary Block. Following this, the students 

of Primary Block had presented wonderful dances  

representing the vast multitude of colours and  

significance of our national flag. Our Principal Mrs. 

Shailaja Reddy then gave her message to the students 

about the significance of the day.  

The program continued with the Middle Block  

students dressing up as freedom fighters and speaking 

about their selfless sacrifices, without which our country 

wouldn't have gotten it's independence. The Senior 

Block students presented marvellous performances  

taking the theme as Preamble, which plays an important 

role in presenting the ideas of the Constitution. There 

was a dance, a song and a skit all involving the words in 

the Preamble. One of the students dressed up as Dr. B.R. 

Ambedkar, the architect of the Constitution, spoke about 

the essence of the Constitution. ‘With freedom in their 

mind, strength in their words, pride in their souls and 

zeal in their hearts, all the participants saluted their 

motherland on this Republic Day’ 

Anandi Raghavi -X E 

Republic Day  

We are delighted to inform you that Teekshna Saraf of 

class 9 from Pallavi Model School Bowenpally has 

 attained Zonal Rank 1 in the My PAT All India Open 

Test conducted on 28th December 2020 across nearly 90 

schools.  

My PAT has awarded her a Certificate of Achievement 

and an Amazon Gift Coupon worth INR 500. She also 

gets a one-year subscription of myPAT Assessment Pack-

age worth INR 8000 completely free of cost. This will 

include the complete CBSE curriculum with top-notch 

content which will be valid through 2021.  

Congrats Teekshna and wish you many more such laurels 

in the years to come.  

Principal- PMSB 

TEEKSHNA SARAF  

PROUD MOMENT  



Please log in to : 

https://pallavi.studease.co.in to download the circulars, 
worksheets and other information. 

Please give your valuable feedback regarding  
 
 Transport  
 Academics  
 Teaching and Admin staff  
 Infrastructure  
to   pallavibowenpally@gmail.com 

 
 

Feedback  

  

Website:- http: //pallavimodelschools. org/bowenpally 

Facebook:-https://www.facebook.com/pallavibowenpally  

Instagram:-  https://www.instagram.com/bowenpallypms/ 

https://pallavi.studease.co.in
http://pallavimodelschools.org/bowenpally

